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Abstract - Exemplar-based algorithms are a popular technique for image inpainting. They mainly have two important phases: deciding
the filling-in order and selecting good exemplars. Traditional exemplar-based algorithms are to search suitable patches from source
regions to fill in the missing parts, but they have to face a problem: improper selection of exemplars. To improve the problem we
introduction modified exemplar based using non local total variation model which include two main step patch priority and patch
completion. Experimental results show the superiority of the proposed method compared to the competitive methods. The proposed
method may be used for restoration of digital images of defective or damaged artifacts.
Keywords: Exemplar, non-local total variation model, in painting.

I. INTRODUCTION
Inpainting is the process of filling data into a space of a picture or video in such a way that the modified space is visually pleasant to
human vision. That means given an image with a target region objective is to replace each element inside this space by taking pixels
from the initial space or a collection of other images. Nowadays, it is used in for restoration scratch removal of old photograph, image
editing text or object removal. Approaches to image inpainting may be divided roughly into two categories: (i) partial differential
equation (PDE) based approach for structure propagation and (ii) exemplar-based approach for texture synthesis. In this work we have
followed the latter one.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Mrinmoy Ghorai et al described an exemplar-based image inpainting technique used for restoration of digital picture of defective or
damaged artifacts, based on the huge order one singular value decomposition (HOSVD) algorithm. The given method finds the likeness
between candidate patches in the stack which is not viable in sparse rendering. Furthermore it absorbs local patch consistency in the
algorithm. Alternative output display the remarkable contract to the competitive technique.
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F. Chan et al In this paper total variation technique have been outstanding in erasing noise and blur without tarnish pointed boundaries for
intensity picture, it is common to enhance the ṬṾ norm to crank colour and alternative vector important picture. In applications where
picture are to be notice by, or understood for a person to person colour is a primitive stuff. The current ṬṾ norm has the adorable equity of
1) not discipline boundaries in the picture, 2) being addition all stable in the picture space, and 3) erasing to the normal ṬṾ norm in the
scalar field. Some numerical search on, demonising simple colour picture in red–green–blue (RGB) colour space are designed.
Shen et al. used sparse linear combi-nation of all patches from the source region to fill-in the target region. Structure sparsity and sparse
representation of the candidate patches (similar to the target patch) is proposed i for structure-based priority estimation and the target patch
synthesis
Stamatios Lefkimmiatis et al In this paper a non local regularization mechanism that, they use to oppose the imaging troubles. As reverse
to previous non local regularization technique that works on charts slant as the regularization engineer, they give group of non local power
functional that include the common picture slants. To resolve the equivalent development trouble, they engage the alternating-guide and
technique of multipliers. At last, they give large search results on many opposite imaging troubles, in which they perform comparison
between regularizes with alternative competing familiar and un-familiar regularization techniques. Their output was proved to be
methodically wonderful, both quantitatively and visually.
Harald Grossauer et al Pioneered to partial difference equations (PDEs) based inpainting and inpainting by texture synthesis, little reporting
are exercised with aggregate of both techniques. They introduce novel algorithm which collaborate both technique and refreshment every
different parts of the picture differently. So they were commonly facade to merge a demarcation pass as a latest attributes. The right valuable
of texture illustration is guard in this way. They introduce a novel approach of “local texture synthesis” which provides adequate output
also for huge domains in a complicated surrounding.
Tom März et al In this paper excellent picture inpainting technique based on non linear excellent-order partial differential equations have
been designed in the past years. It depends on the continuity power the technique transfer regularly among diffusion and directional
transport. A comparison principle is satisfied. Search with the inpainting of gray one and colour picture display that the novel algorithm
applicable the high level of essence of the technique of Bertalmio.
Vahid. K. Alilou et al Outline the inpainting is the framework of reconstruct in injured part of a picture in a visually probable way. Currently,
digital picture inpainting has been a running area of experiment in the field of ḭmage mechanising. This article gives a latest algorithm for
reconstructing absent parts of a picture based on exemplar-identical technique in which two works and speed of the algorithm enhanced.
Search output proves the productiveness of the designed technique.

III. PROPOSED IMAGE INPAINTING MODEL

In this paper we adopt exemplar-based inpainting algorithm proposed in as our basic approach to patch propagation. The two main
steps of the algorithm are:
(i)
(ii)

selection of target patch based on priority measure from the boundary of the target region to be filled-in and
completion of this patch by the most similar patch selected from original region Some methods take a set of candidate patches
from source region to infer the target patch.

A. Patch Priority
It is observed that the structure filling is more important than the texture synthesis since structure carries major infor-mation about shape
and scene and gives meaning to image re-gions. They separate different texture regions defining objects and background in the image. In
exemplar-based inpainting approach an important step is the filling order of the patches at the boundary of the target region Ω. Several
authors [11], [7], [12] proposed different priority terms to select the target patch from the structure region. To construct the structure in the
unknown region similar to the source region this priority term takes important role. It may be true that the priority term defined in the above
papers produce better structure completion, but we take the simplest priority term proposed in [4]. For a candidate target patch Ψ p at p the
priority term P r (p) is defined as
P r(p) = K(p)V (p)
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Where K (p) is the knowledge term which measures the fraction of pixels surrounding the pixel p known already, and V (p) is local
variation term, which in a sense gives an idea of local structure. The K (p) and V (p) terms may be defined as
|𝛹∩Ώ|

K (p) =

|𝛹|

,

V (p) =

𝛻ӏ.ἥ

(2)

𝛹

B. Patch fill in
Here we fill-in the unknown pixels of the target patch Ψpselected from the previous step. First we choose some patches similar to Ψp. Then
we transform these selected patches by non local total variation to eliminate unwanted artifacts. Finally, we combine the transformed
patches to estimate the unknown pixels of Ψp. Here we also incorporate the local patch consistency [7] in a different way. Local Patch
Consistency: In this work our objective is to select the candidate patches in such a way that filling-in the target patch Ψp follows the local
consistency. That means after target patch filled-in, the inferred patch should be consistent with the local patches so that unwanted artifacts
do not appear in the filled-in region. We consider a neighbourhood window Np centered at p, and find m similar patches from Np. But
fixed m may give some patches with larger dissimilarity. Hence we find the similar patches Ψpj from Np as
Sp ={Ψpjϵ Np||Ψpk-Ψpjk||2< ϵ}

(3)

where Ψkp and Ψkpj are the known part of Ψp and corresponding part of Ψpj
IV. RESULTS
We have used modified Exemplar based with non local total variation model image inpainting techniques, which provide good results as
per the previous research. Now, we presents the experimental results evaluated using our proposed algorithm. We considered two
parameters to evaluate the Results of two methods and our proposed scheme such as PSNR and Quality Factor. In this experiment, we
conduct 1000 experiments to verify and test the efficiency of our proposed algorithm. Results of the image are shown in Figure 1. As the
result of our proposed algorithm, we made high quality image content sharpness and contrast is visually in features. The results shown in
table 1, is the average considering 1000 image tested, and from the analysis of table we can say that our proposed approach is able to
reconstruct the damage image in a far better manner than the existing models, the lesser value of PSNR signifies that we are getting good
visual quality of output images and improved value of quality factor represents, that almost no artifacts.
Parameter
PSNR
Quality Factor

Existing
22.81
85
Table 1: Proposed Vs. Existing

Proposed
25.14
90

(a)
(b)
(c)
In this figure 1.1 display all the results which are given by these results such as (a) Input Image (b) exemplar based output Image (c)
Modified exemplar based output Image
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel inpainting algorithm using non local total variation of candidate patches. The novelt y in choosing
non local total variation is that it measures the similarity between candidate patches in the stack which is not possible in sparse
representation. Also the local patch consistency constraint bounds the synthesized target patches to similar local patches for maintaining
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neighbourhood consistency. Experiments and comparisons show that our proposed exemplar-based algorithm can produce better results in
most of the cases. In future, we plan to employ this algorithm, combined with classifiers like SVM, DCT, DBDF technique and hue
correction, to digital restoration of old heritage murals and paintings.
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